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Mira variables are very bright objets in the IR (�2�m) so that they an be seen

to large distanes and through heavy interstellar absorption. Provided that they

have well de�ned lumiosities they should therefore be ideal indiators of galati

and extragalati distanes. Luminosities are also essential for understanding

the physial state and pulsational harateristis of these stars whih may be

at the �nal stage of stellar evolution before planetary nebula formation

1�3

.

A period-luminosity relation has been established for galati Miras

4

, but the

intrinsi satter in the relation is largely unknown. We report here periods and

bolometri magnitudes for Miras in the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) whih

show a period-lumiosity relation with very small satter.

A searh for red variables on visible light photographs of the Magellani Clouds

has been desribed elsewhere

5

; 12 Mira variables were found in a �eld of 0.3

deg

2

in the Bar of the LMC and periods with an error of � 10 days were

determined. Details will be published elsewhere. Eah star was observed at least

three times in the period 1976-80 using the IR photometer

6

on the 1.9-m reetor

at Sutherland. An InSb detetor was used and the system is believed to be

linear to better than 0.1 mag. The mean standard errors of single observations

at J;H and K are 0.07, 0.04 and 0.04 mag respetively. Confusion by stars in

the referene beam prevented satisfatory results for one star, whih has been

omitted from the disussion, and may also be responsible for the exessive red

olour found for number 153. The observations do not de�ne the light urve as

a rule, so that the mean J;H and K magnitudes were found and the bolometri

magnitude estimated by �tting a blak-body urve

4

. The results are given in

Table 1. The mean range of K in the present data is 0.5 mag, so the error in a

bolometri magnitude will exeed the purely photometri errors noted above.

The 11 stars are assumed to be a homogeneous sample of M-type Miras similar

to those in our own Galaxy. The olours in the visible and IR regions are

onsistent with this exept for C7 whih has been found spetrosopially to be

a arbon star (T.L.E., in preparation). Its exlusion would make virtually no

di�erene to the adopted period-luminosity relation.

The data of Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 1, whih also shows the best �tting

straight line. This has the equation

m

bol

= 19:25� 2:09 logP (days)

The r.m.s. deviation of a single star is only 0.22 mag, muh of whih is attributed

to the small number of observations. A seletion e�et annot be ruled out for

the longer period stars, whih are faint visually, but the sample is believed to be

omplete for those with P � 300 days. The intrinsi satter may thus be very

small and is less than the value of 0.25{0.30 mag found for lassial epheids
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Table 1: Bolometri magnitudes of Mira variables

Star P (days) m

bol

C38 131 14.85

C48 175 14.18

C11 200 14.40

C20 207 14.57

120 213 14.40

141 260 14.13

110 266 14.60

C7 314 14.03

153 360: 14.13:

49 390 13.67

105 430 13.51

if no olour term is inluded

7

. This in turn implies that the instability strip is

narrow.

The LMC distane modulus from lassial Cepheids is 18.69 mag (ref. 7), so the

absolute bolometri magnitudes are

M

bol

= 0:56� 2:09 logP

The slope of the period-luminosity relation may be �tted to the bolometri

magnitude alibration for galati Miras to give

M

bol

= 0:76(�0:11)� 2:09 logP

Double weight has been given to the 12 stars in ref. 4 with individually known

distanes. The di�erene between the zero points of the galati and Magellani

alibrations is not signi�ant. Adoption of the galati zero point would imply

a distane modulus for the LMC of 18.5 mag.

The question arises whether the appliation of this result to distane determi-

nation would be vitiated by intrinsi di�erenes between the stars observed in

di�erent systems. Feast

8

has argued that there is little possibility of onfusion

between Mira variables and the red supergiant variables of large amplitude.

There is a possibility, as in the ase of other objets used as standard andles,

that the luminosities depend on the metal abundane. The satisfatory agree-

ment between the zero points found for Mira variables in the Galaxy and the

LMC indiates that any suh di�erene is small.

Observations of a larger sample of stars, with more omplete overage of the

light yle, should allow an improved alibration to be found from Magellani

data alone. It seems lear from our results that Mira variables should indeed

be good distane indiators.

We thank Dr M W Feast for valuable suggestions.
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Figure 1: m

bol

for LMC Miras plotted against log P (days). �, The arbon

star. The best �tting linear regression line is shown.
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